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SUMMARY Recently, social network services are rapidly growing and
this trend is expected to continue in the future. Social network data can be
published for various purposes such as statistical analysis and population
studies. When social network data are published, however, the privacy of
some people may be disclosed. The most straightforward manner to pre-
serve privacy in social network data is to remove the identifiers of persons
from the social network data. However, an adversary can infer the identity
of a person in the social network by using his/her background knowledge,
which consists of content information such as the age, sex, or address of the
person and structural information such as the number of persons having a
relationship with the person. In this paper, we propose a privacy protection
method for social network data. The proposed method anonymizes social
network data to prevent privacy attacks that use both content and struc-
tural information, while minimizing the information loss or distortion of
the anonymized social network data. Through extensive experiments, we
verify the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method.
key words: privacy, social network, data publication, k-anonymity

1. Introduction

With the rapid increase of social network services, such
as Facebook (facebook.com), Buzz (buzz.com), LinkedIn
(linked.com), and Twitter (twitter.com), many researchers
have paid much attention to social networks in recent years.
These kinds of applications provide services based on the
personal information of people and relationships among
them. Researchers can analyze these social network data
for the study of marketing, epidemiology, and so on. How-
ever, a social network may contain some sensitive informa-
tion that discloses privacy of individuals [3], which causes
social problems. For example, there are some personal in-
formation that is too sensitive to be disclosed, such as salary,
disease, and credit rating. Moreover, a person can be the
target of a crime that invades the person’s privacy. A sim-
ple way to preserve the privacy of persons in social network
data is to remove their identifiers (e.g., name or social secu-
rity number (SSN)) from the social network data. However,
even when the identifiers of persons are removed, there is
still a risk of the privacy disclosure, as will be demonstrated
in the following example.
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Example 1. Let G be a social network (Fig. 1). Each node
ni (i = 1,· · ·, 6) represents a person and each edge represents
a relationship between persons. Each node contains con-
tent information, i.e., age, sex, and salary of a person. Note
that the identifier of each person is not presented in G. Here,
age and sex are non-sensitive information, whereas salary
is sensitive one. Suppose an adversary knows that Tom is
a 26 year old male and the number of persons having a re-
lationship with him is 4. Then, the adversary infers that n4

corresponds to Tom. Although the identifier of Tom is not
presented in G, the adversary knows that the salary of Tom
is $ 40,000. �

The above example shows that even when the identi-
fiers of persons are removed from social network data, an
adversary can disclose the privacy of a person by combin-
ing his/her background knowledge with the published social
network data. Therefore, a data holder has to anonymize
social network data before publishing them.

In general, a social network is represented as a graph,
where each node represents a person and each edge rep-
resents a relationship between persons as described in the
above example. The graph also contains content informa-
tion, which corresponds to the values stored in each node.
In order to achieve the anonymization of social network
data, nodes and edges in the social network can be mod-
ified, added, deleted, or clustered. Several methods have
been proposed to preserve the privacy of social networks
in the past [6], [7], [9], [13], [15], [17], [18]. However, most
of them considered only structural information [7], [9], [17],
[18]. Some recent work [6], [13], [15] considered both struc-
tural information and content information, but have some
limitations as described below.

Campan et al. [6] suggested a node clustering method
that does not add or delete edges, but their method causes the
loss of detailed structural information such as a relationship

Fig. 1 An example of social network G.
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between two specific persons. Zheleva et al. [15] proposed
an edge clustering method which considers the content in-
formation attached to edges, but this method also causes the
same problem as [5]. Wei et al. [13] suggested a method
that produces unconnected social networks. However, un-
connected social networks cause unnecessary confusion to
a data receiver when he/she tries to reconstruct the origi-
nal social network from the unconnected social networks.
Furthermore, it considers only limited types of content in-
formation.

In this paper, we propose a novel privacy preservation
method for social network data. For a given integer param-
eter k and social network G, the proposed method modifies
G to an anonymized social network GA by generalizing con-
tent information and adding extra edges to prevent privacy
disclosure. As the structural information, we consider only
the degree of each node (i.e., the number of edges connected
to the node) and leave other types of structural information
(e.g., sub-graphs) as future work because it complicates the
problem more than necessary. In the anonymized social net-
work GA, every node has at least (k - 1) indistinguishable
nodes that have the same degree and content information.
Thus, an adversary who knows the degree or content infor-
mation of the target victim cannot correctly identify the tar-
get victim from GA with more than 1/k probability. While
preserving the privacy in the social network, our method
minimizes the information loss caused by edge-addition and
content-generalization as much as possible. The contribu-
tions of our paper are summarized as follows:

• We define information loss metrics that measure the loss
of information incurred in social network anonymization.

• We propose a social network data anonymizaion method
that can conserve the whole structural information as much
as possible. That is, the proposed method can conserve more
structural information than the previous methods [6], [13].

•Unlike the previous privacy preserving methods for the so-
cial network that consider only structural information [15],
we consider both of the structural information and the con-
tent information of nodes in the social network, which con-
tains a variety of person-specific information.

•Whereas the previous privacy preserving methods produce
a number of unconnected social networks [13], our method
produces a single connected social network.

• Through extensive experiments, we show that the pro-
posed method performs better than the previous methods
with respect to the level of privacy preservation and the loss
of information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the previous privacy preserving tech-
niques in relational databases and social networks. In
Sect. 3, we formulate the data/attack models and informa-
tion loss metrics we use in the paper. In Sect. 4, we describe
our anonymization algorithm. We show our experimental
results in Sect. 5, and conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2. Related Work

When publishing data, a data holder such as hospitals has to
anonymize the data to preserve the privacy of persons con-
tained in the data. Generalization and suppression are pop-
ular techniques to anonymize the data. In those techniques,
the original data are modified and/or changed to satisfy the
required level of privacy protection. When anonymizing the
data, we have to consider the following two factors: (1) the
level of privacy preservation supported by the anonymiza-
tion method and (2) the amount of information loss or dis-
tortion caused by the data anynymization.

Many researchers have worked for privacy preserva-
tion within the relational data [10], [11], [14], [16]. Sweeney
et al. [11] pointed out that it is not sufficient for preserving
the privacy in the published data to remove the identifiers of
persons such as name or SSN, and proposed the notion of k-
anonymity. The constraint of the k-anonymity indicates that
every record in the published data must have at least (k-1)
other indistinguishable records. Machanavajjhala et al. [10]
presented a model of �-diversity which complements the
shortcoming of k-anonymity, i.e., the lack of diversity in
sensitive values. The �-diversity requires that (1) the data
satisfy the k-anonymity and also (2) the data have � different
sensitive values among k indistinguishable records. There
were some considerations on dynamic data that is periodi-
cally updated [14], [16], where the data holder should ensure
that the privacy is not disclosed by combining the previously
released data and the current ones. In the data mining field,
there was a study that attempts to maintain privacy while
extracting useful information from databases [12].

However, although the above methods are suitable for
relational data, they are not appropriate for social network
data represented by graphs. For this reason, many re-
searchers have studied methods for privacy preservation of
the social network. The privacy leakage problems on social
networks are classified as follows:

• Sub-graph Attacks (Neighborhood Attacks): Zou
et al. [17] proposed an anonymization method to prevent
structural attacks in the social network. They considered
a sub-graph attack, called the d-neighborhood attack, where
an adversary can identify a target victim in the social net-
work by using his/her background knowledge, which is rep-
resented as a specific sub-graph. To preserve the privacy
against such attacks, they modified the original social net-
work so that the anonymized social network could contain
at least k isomorphic sub-graphs.

•Degree Attacks: An adversary who knows the degree of a
specific target victim in the social networks can acquire the
sensitive data in the social network. The notion of k-degree
anonymity [9] is proposed to prevent such attacks where ev-
ery node in the social network should have at least (k-1) in-
distinguishable other nodes by its degree. That is, an adver-
sary who knows the degree of a target victim cannot iden-
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tify the victim with more than 1/k probability. The work [9]
presented a simple and efficient edge-addition algorithm to
prevent such attacks.

• Sub-graph + Degree Attacks: There can be an adver-
sary who knows both sub-graphs and the degree of the target
victim. Hay et al. [7] considered such an adversary and pro-
posed a method that produces at least k candidate answers to
any structural queries, namely k-candidate anonymity. Zou
et al. [18] further observed that an adversary can perform
different structural queries to re-identify a specific person.
They proposed an edge-addition approach since the previ-
ous approach [7] incurs too much loss of the structural in-
formation. They also considered the dynamic release of the
social network data.

The above methods assume that adversaries know only
the structural information such as sub-graphs or degrees of
nodes. However, there can be adversaries who know both
the structural information and the content information of the
social network. Some recent work [6], [13], [15] dealt with
this kind of privacy attacks which are more practical in the
real world.

• Node/Edge-Clustering Approach: The anonymization
approach proposed in [15] considered the content infor-
mation of edges in the social networks. It uses an edge-
clustering approach to hide the content information of
edges. The content information of nodes was also con-
sidered by Campan et al. [6], where a node-clustering ap-
proach was used. The node-clustering approach makes
super-nodes, by gathering nodes that have a similar struc-
tural and content information. That is, a super-node consists
of several similar nodes.

• Edge-Addition/Deletion Approach: Wei et al. [13] pre-
sented an edge-addition/deletion approach. Their method
produces an anonymized social network in three phases. In
the creation phase, it creates a number of k sub-graphs from
the original social network and generalizes the node labels
such that every node in each of k sub-graphs has the same
labels. In the perturbation phase, it adds/deletes edges to
make every node in each sub-graph have the same structural
information. In the construction phase, it inserts connectiv-
ity information among k sub-graphs.

As discussed in [18], the clustering approaches [6], [15]
produce an anonymized social network that contains only
a summary of structural information about the original so-
cial network. That is, the published social network does not
contain detailed information about the relationship between
persons. On the other hand, Wei et al. [13] used an edge-
addition/deletion approach, but it produces unconnected so-
cial networks after anonymization, even when the original
social network is a connected one.

3. Problem Formulation and Information Loss Metrics

3.1 The Data Model

The social network can be represented as a graph consisting
of nodes and edges. We assume here that the social network
is expressed as a simple graph G = {N, E}, where N is a
set of nodes and E ⊆ N × N is a set of edges. A simple
graph is an undirected graph where there are no loops and no
multi-edges between nodes. A node corresponds to a person
and an edge corresponds to a relationship between persons.
We assume that one person corresponds to one node. That
is, a person appears only once in the social network. For
convenience, we interchangeably use two terms ‘graph’ and
‘network’ in the paper.

Each node in the social network contains content infor-
mation such as the age, disease and sex of a person. The
content information consists of a set of attributes, which are
classified into three groups: IDentifier (ID), Quasi-Identifier
(QI) and Sensitive Attribute (SA). ID is the set of attributes
that explicitly express the identity of a person, such as
‘name’ or ‘SSN’. QI is the set of attributes that do not ex-
plicitly express personal identify information, but could po-
tentially disclose the privacy when combined with the back-
ground knowledge of adversaries. For example, ‘age’ and
‘sex’ are QI attributes. SA is the set of attributes that con-
tain sensitive information that must not be disclosed, such
as disease and salary.

3.2 The Attack Model

It is difficult to estimate how much background knowledge
adversaries have. If adversaries have a lot of background
knowledge, we have to apply a stricter privacy preserving
method. Otherwise, we can apply a relaxed privacy preserv-
ing method. In this paper, we assume that adversaries have
the following background knowledge:

• Adversaries know whether the target victim exists in the
published social network.

• Adversaries know the QI attribute values of the target vic-
tim. (i.e., the content information)

• Adversaries know the degree of the target victim (i.e., the
number of nodes connected to the target victim) in the social
network.

In other words, adversaries are assumed to have back-
ground knowledge with respect to both the content and
structural information of the target victim.

Definition 1. (Privacy disclosure problem)
We call it a privacy disclosure that if adversaries can infer
the sensitive information of the target victim in probability
of more than 1/k by using the published social network and
adversaries’ background knowledge.
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3.3 Overview of the Proposed Method

To prevent a privacy attack described in Definition 1, each
node in the social network should have at least (k - 1) other
nodes indistinguishable from it. This guarantees that an ad-
versary cannot uniquely identify a node with a probability of
more than 1/k. In order to ensure this, the proposed method
partitions the social network into groups, each of which has
at least k nodes, and makes nodes in each group have the
same QI attribute values and degree. We call each group an
Equivalence Class (EC). To make nodes in each EC have the
same QI attribute values, the proposed method modifies the
QI attribute values of nodes in the same EC to reflect their
common concepts. For example, if two nodes in the same
EC have QI attribute values of ‘Germany’ and ‘U.K.’, they
can be modified to ‘Europe’. To make nodes in each EC
have the same degree, we can use many strategies, such as
node-addition/deletion, and edge-addition/deletion. In this
paper, we use an edge-addition strategy because it distorts
structural information less than the others. For example, a
node-deletion strategy deletes not only a node but also edges
connected to the node. More details are described in the
next Sect. 3.4. Because each EC has at least k indistinguish-
able nodes, it is clear that there are always at least k nodes
that correspond to an adversary’s background knowledge.
Therefore, a node cannot be uniquely identified with a prob-
ability of more than 1/k.

We now more formally describe the proposed method.
Let G be a social network. For a given integer parameter k
and G, the proposed method produces an anonymized ver-
sion of G, denoted by GA, by modifying the QI attribute
values and degree of nodes in G. To produce GA from G,
the proposed method partitions nodes in G into equivalence
classes EC1, · · ·, ECq such that ECi ∩ EC j = ∅ (1≤i< j≤q)
and |ECi|≥k, where |ECi| is the number of nodes in ECi

(1≤i≤q), and then makes nodes in each ECi have the same
QI attribute values and degree. GA preserves the privacy of
G against an adversary’s attack described in Sect. 3.2. How-
ever, when G is anonymized into GA, information loss is
necessarily incurred. Before we describe the detailed algo-
rithm, we discuss the information loss in the next subsec-
tion.

3.4 Information Loss

The information loss consists of two factors: the loss of con-
tent information and the loss of structural information. The
loss of content information incurs when the QI attribute val-
ues of nodes are changed, whereas the loss of structural in-
formation incurs when edges are changed. In other words,
the information loss can be viewed as the difference between
G and GA. As the information loss increases, the utility of
GA decreases. Therefore, when anonymizing G into GA, we
should minimize the information loss in order to maximize
the utility of GA. In this section, we describe how to measure
the information loss for given G and GA.

Suppose that G is anonymized into GA by partitioning
nodes in G into EC1,· · ·, ECq and making nodes in each
ECi (1≤i≤q) have the same QI attribute values and degree.
Because nodes in each ECi are modified to have the same QI
attribute values and degree, the loss of content and structural
information incurs.

3.4.1 Loss of Content Information

To measure the loss of content information, we adopt the
measurement introduced in [5]. The content information
of a node consists of numerical attributes and hierarchical
attributes. A numerical attribute contains a numeric value
e.g., age and salary, whereas a hierarchical attribute con-
tains hierarchical data e.g., ZIP code and sex. The hierarchy
of hierarchical data can be represented by a taxonomy tree,
as shown in Fig. 2. In a taxonomy tree, an ancestor node
represents a more generalized concept than its descendent
nodes and a descendant node represents a more specialized
concept than its ancestor node. Let N1,· · ·, Nm be numerical
attributes in QI. Let C1,· · ·, Cn be hierarchical attributes in
QI. For each equivalence class ECi, the proposed method
makes nodes in ECi have the same value for N1,· · ·, Nm,
and C1,· · ·, Cn, respectively. For each Nj ( j = 1,· · ·, m),
the proposed method anonymizes the value of Nj of each
node in ECi to a range [MINN j, MAXN j], where MINN j

and MAXN j are the minimum and maximum values of Nj

of nodes in ECi, respectively. For each Ck (k = 1,· · ·, n), the
proposed method anonymizes the value of Ck of each node
in ECi to LCA(Ck, ECi), where LCA(Ck, ECi) is the least
common ancestor of the values of Ck of nodes in ECi.

Because the proposed method modifies the QI attribute
values of nodes, the loss of content information incurs. For
an equivalence class ECi, let CL(ECi) be the loss of content
information caused by making nodes in ECi have the same
QI attribute values. Then, CL(ECi) is calculated as follows:

CL(ECi) = | ECi | ·
m∑

j=1

(MAXN j − MINN j )

dom(Nj)

+

n∑

k=1

NLN (S Ck (LCA(Ck, ECi)))

NLN (TCk )
, (1)

where dom(Nj) is the size of the domain of a numerical
attribute Nj, TCk is the taxonomy tree of a hierarchical at-
tribute Ck, S Ck (r) is the sub-tree of the taxonomy tree of Ck

whose root is r, and NLN is the number of leaf nodes of a
tree T . Now we define the total loss of content information.

Fig. 2 Examples of taxonomy trees.
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Definition 2. (T LC: Total Loss of Content information)
Let G be a social network and GA be an anonymized social
network of G, which is produced by partitioning nodes of
G into equivalence classes EC1, · · · , ECq and making nodes
in each ECi (i = 1, · · · , q) have the same QI attribute val-
ues. Then, the total loss of content information caused by
anonymizing G into GA, denoted by T LC(G,GA), is defined
as follows: (Here, | QI | is the number of attributes in QI.)

T LC(G,GA) =
1
| QI |

q∑

i=1

CL(ECi) (2)

�
Recall that the information loss consists of the loss of

content information and the loss of structural information.
Because the loss of content information increases as the
number of attributes in QI increases, we normalize it by di-
viding by | QI | in order to prevent the loss of structural
information from being relatively disregarded.

3.4.2 The Loss of Structural Information

For each equivalence class ECi, the proposed method makes
nodes in ECi have the same degree. To do this, our method
adds extra edges to nodes in ECi to make all of them have
the same degree DMAX(ECi), where DMAX(ECi) is the maxi-
mum degree of nodes in ECi. The detailed procedure to add
extra edges to nodes in ECi to make them have the same de-
gree will be described in the next section. Because the pro-
posed method adds extra edges to nodes in ECi, the loss of
structural information incurs. We measure the loss of struc-
tural information based on the number of edges added to G.
Let S L(ECi) be the loss of structural information caused by
making nodes in ECi have the same degree. Then, S L(ECi)
is calculated as follows: (Here, DMAX(ECi) is the maximum
degree of node in ECi and Dj is the degree of the jth node
in ECi.)

S L(ECi) =
|ECi |∑

j=1

DMAX(ECi) − Dj (3)

Because the proposed method makes nodes in ECi have
the same degree DMAX(ECi), DMAX(ECi)−Dj represents the
number of edges added to the jth node in ECi. Now we
define the total loss of structural information as follows:

Definition 3. (T LS : Total Loss of Structural informa-
tion)
Let G be a social network and GA be an anonymized social
network of G. Then, the total loss of structural information
caused by anonymizing G into GA, denoted by T LS (G,GA),
is defined as follows:

T LS (G,GA) =
q∑

i=1

S L(ECi) (4)

3.4.3 Total Loss of Information

Definition 4. (T L: Total Loss of information)

Let G be a social network. Let GA be an anonymized social
network of G, which is produced by partitioning nodes in G
into equivalence classes EC1,· · ·, ECq and making nodes in
each ECi (i = 1, · · · , q) have the same QI attribute values
and degree. Then, the total loss of information caused by
anonymizing G into GA, denoted by T L(G,GA), is defined
as follows: (Here, r is the user-defined weight parameter.†)

T L(G,GA)=r ·T LS (G,GA)+(1−r)·T LC(G,GA) (5)

4. The Anonymization Algorithm

Our algorithm produces an anonymized social network
GA, where each node has at least (k - 1) other nodes
indistinguishable from it, while considering the informa-
tion loss discussed in Sect. 3.4. Our anonymization al-
gorithm consists of two steps: ‘EC Grouping and Value
Generalization’ and ‘Graph Construction’.

4.1 EC Grouping and Value Generalizaion

Before we generalize the values, we partition the nodes in G
into ECs in such a way to minimize T L. Because the prob-
lem of partitioning a set of elements into disjoint subsets
and minimizing a given objective function is NP-hard [8],
we heuristically partition the nodes in G into ECs as fol-
lows. First, we randomly pick a node n1 from G and make
an EC with n1. Next, we pick a node n2 (� n1) from the re-
maining nodes of G that minimizes T L when added to EC,
and add n2 to the EC. We iterate this node-picking-process
until the EC has k nodes. When the EC has k nodes, we
make another EC from the remaining nodes in G. We it-
erate this EC generation process until there are less than k
nodes in G that are not contained in any EC. Since it is im-
possible to make a new EC from less than k nodes, we add
each of the remaining nodes to the EC that minimizes T L if
the node is added to the EC. After all nodes in G are parti-
tioned into ECs, we generalize the node values in the same
EC such that they have the same attribute value and degree
value. The detailed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

Example 2. Let G be a social network in Fig. 1 and nodes
in G are partitioned into EC1 = {n1, n5}, EC2 = {n2, n6},
and EC3 = {n3, n4}. Then after EC Grouping and Value
Generalization, G is changed into GG as shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Graph Construction

The algorithm of ‘EC Grouping and Value Generalization’
transforms the original graph G into GG which satisfies the
k-anonymity with regard to the content value and degree.
Now, we need to construct a graph GA, where the changed

†The user-defined weight parameter r (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) controls a
relative importance between T LS (G,GA) and T LC(G,GA). This
parameter enables users to decide the weight of the importance of
structural information.
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Fig. 3 Algorithm of EC Grouping and Value Generalization.

Fig. 4 A social network GG converted from G.

degree values are reflected. (Note that the changed degree
‘+2’ of node n3 is not applied in Fig. 4.)

A naive approach to construct GA is to add edges to the
nodes whose degree values are changed. (i.e., n3, n5 and n6

in Fig. 4.) However, this approach is not deterministic. For
example, in Fig. 4, edges should be added to n3, n5 and n6.
Straightforwardly, we may try to add an edge between n3

and n5, and n3 and n6, respectively. However, because there
already exists an edge between n3 and n5, we cannot make
GA by adding edges in such a way.

To deal with this problem, we may have to add ad-
ditional edges between nodes whose degree values are
changed and those whose degree values are not changed in
GG. However, it makes the problem more complicated. For
example, adding an edge between n1 and n6 to make the de-
gree value of n6 equal to 2 affects the degree value of n1, so
we need to further consider the degree value of n1 and those
nodes in the EC to which n1 belongs. Moreover, it is diffi-
cult to estimate that how many additional edges are needed
to construct GA. Hence, instead of adding edges to GG,
we propose a method called S ER (S elective Edge Removal)
that removes edges from a complete graph that has the same
nodes as GG. A complete graph is a graph in which every
pair of distinct nodes is connected by an unique edge [1].

Fig. 5 Algorithm of SER.

S ER starts with a complete graph GC whose nodes are
the same as GG. Then S ER selectively removes edges that
are not necessary to construct GA. Although deletion of an
edge also affects to the degree of nodes connected to the
edge, finding unnecessary edges in a finite edge set is sim-
pler than adding edges to graph GG. The detailed algorithm
is as follows:

For the complete graph GC of GG where GC and GG

have the same nodes, we classify the edges of GC into two
types - (1) the original edges that also exist in GG, (2) new
edges that do not exist in GG. Since we should preserve the
edges of GG in GA, we selectively remove the edges of the
latter type. We call the edges of the latter type in GC as
candidate edges.

In the algorithm (Fig. 5), we maintain a list NodeList of
nodes in GG, where nodes are ordered in the descending or-
der of their changed degree in GG. For example, NodeList =
[n3, n4, n1, n2, n5, n6] in Fig. 4. Also, we use the notations
Dcurrent(ni, GC) and Dgoal(ni, GG), where Dcurrent(ni, GC)
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Fig. 6 The anonymized social network GA from G.

is the current degree of ni in GC and Dgoal(ni, GG) is the
changed degree value of ni in GG.

Next, we pick the first node nC in the list NodeList.
Then we remove candidate edges connecting nC and a node
contained in the same EC as nC until Dcurrent(ni, GC) equals
to Dgoal(ni, GG). However, there is a case where there are
no more candidate edges connecting nC and a node con-
tained in the same EC as nC , but Dcurrent(ni, GC) is larger
than Dgoal(ni, GG). In this case, if nC has candidate edges
connected to it, we randomly remove candidate edge con-
nected to it until Dcurrent(ni, GC) equals to Dgoal(ni, GG).
However, if nC has no more candidate edges connected to
it, we should stop removing edge from nC . In this case, for
each node nS of nC and the nodes contained in the same EC
as nC , we change Dgoal(ni, GG) to Dcurrent(ni, GC), since
Dcurrent(ni, GC) is the minimum degree value for nC to con-
struct GA. When Dcurrent(ni, GC) equals to Dgoal(ni, GG),
the edges connected to nC are removed from the candidate
group. Then we remove nC from NodeList, and pick the
next node in NodeList. We iterate the same processes until
there are no more candidate edges left in GC .

After the S ER process, we get the anonymized network
GA, which preserves the nodes and edges of the original
graph. Figure 6 shows the anonymized social network GA

from G.

5. Performance Experiments

5.1 Datasets

For our experiments, we use the ‘Adult’ dataset from the
UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository [2]. We consider
5 QI attributes; ‘Age’, ‘Sex’, ‘Race’, ‘Education’ and ‘Na-
tive country’. As described in the Sect. 3.4.1, QI attributes
are classified into numerical QI attributes and hierarchical
QI attributes. The ‘Age’ attribute is a numerical QI at-
tribute and the ‘Sex’, ‘Race’, ‘Education’ and ‘Native Coun-
try’ attributes are hierarchical QI attributes. Hierarchical at-
tributes have their own pre-defined taxonomy trees. Since
the dataset contains only the content information, we gen-
erate edges such that a social network has the property of a
‘scale-free graph’ [4]. A scale-free graph is a graph whose
degree distribution follows the ‘power’ law. To measure the
scalability of our proposed method, we perform experiments
with various numbers of nodes (5000, 10000, 15000, 20000

(a) AD = 10 (b) AD = 20

Fig. 7 The number of added edges in GA by our method.

(a) AD = 10 (b) AD = 20

Fig. 8 The loss of content information in by our method.

and 25000). In order to investigate the effects of the density
of social networks, we perform experiments with a variety
of numbers of average degree per node (3, 7, 10 and 20). We
also perform experiments with different k values (5, 10, 15
and 20), which stand for the level of privacy.

5.2 Experiment Results

To anonymize the structural information, our method adds
extra edges. Roughly speaking, the number of added edges
represents the amount of change of the structural informa-
tion. Figure 7 shows the number of edges added by our
method. It is observed that the total number of added edges
is increased as the number of nodes of the original social
network is increased. However, the increase rate of the num-
ber of added edges decreases as the number of nodes in-
creases. It means that our proposed method is scalable, so
it can be applied to a large social network. A large k value
leads to the increase of the number of added edges because
more edges are needed to make all nodes in the EC have
the same degree. AD (Average Degree) indicates the den-
sity of social networks. A large AD means that one person
in the social network has many relationships with other per-
sons. Since the distribution of nodes’ degree becomes di-
verse with a large AD, the number of added edges increases
as AD increases.

Figure 8 shows the loss of content information by the
proposed method. It is observed that the loss of content in-
formation increases sub-linearly with the number of nodes.
It means that our proposed method is also scalable in terms
of the number of nodes.

Figure 9 shows the total loss of information by varying
the number of nodes, k and AD. The total loss of informa-
tion is represented as a sum of the total loss of structural
information and the total loss of content information (We
fixed r = 0.5, mentioned in De f inition 4). In Fig. 9, the to-
tal loss of information increases with the number of nodes.
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(a) AD = 10 (b) AD = 20

Fig. 9 Total loss of information by our method.

(a) k = 10 (b) k = 20

Fig. 10 Comparison of the amount of structural changes.

(a) k = 10 (b) k = 20

Fig. 11 Comparison of total loss of information.

However, with small k, there is almost no increase of the
total loss of information, since it is easy to make ECs with
more similar nodes. For the same reason, the total loss of in-
formation is sub-linearly increased with the increase of the
number of nodes.

Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the experiment results
of comparing our proposed method with Wei et al.’s
method [13]. The other methods, for example [6] and [15],
are not suitable for our information loss metric. [6] clus-
ters nodes and edges so it is not reasonable that measure
their information loss by our metric. [15] focused on the
content information of edges so that it cannot be measured
by our information loss metric. Because our method con-
siders the whole nodes of the social network when con-
structing ECs, whereas Wei’s method considers node and
its connected neighbor nodes for comprising k sub-graphs,
our method reduces the total loss of information by group-
ing similar nodes together for anonymization.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of preserving pri-
vacy in a social network when an adversary knows both
the content and structural information of the target victim.
Existing methods for anonymizing a social network do not
consider this type of privacy attacks, or distort the struc-
tural information of a social network too much during the

anonymization process. We proposed a novel method for
anonymizing a social network that prevents privacy attacks
that use both the content and structural information. The
proposed method prevents an adversary from disclosing the
privacy of the target victim with a probability of more than
1/k. Through extensive experiments we showed that the pro-
posed method protects the privacy of social network data
against content/degree attack, and outperforms the existing
methods in terms of the amount of the information loss. In
the future, we will extend our work to consider (1) an ad-
versary who has more structural information, such as a sub-
graph of the social network, and (2) a dynamic social net-
work in which insertions/deletions of nodes/edges are fre-
quent.
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